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Private equity is an attractive asset class for many investors. 
It has generated excellent returns, a long-term time horizon 
and some degree of diversification away from mainstream 

assets. ut it s an expensive game to play.  standard fund has a two 
per cent management fee and pays 20 per cent in carried interest 
once a certain hurdle has been achieved. 

Add in fees for equity arrangement, investment monitoring, PR, 
teleconferencing and just about anything you care to think of, and 
you are talking about a lot of money going from the limited partner 
to the general partner. 

GPs justify the numbers – and counter the media criticism – by 
saying that fees are transparent and agreed with Ps.

greed or not, fees are a ma or bone of contention for Ps, so it is 
no surprise that co-investment has become a hot topic among them. 

t lt sset s imited Partner ummit in une, the room was pac ed 

to capacity for the sessions on co-investment.
“Co-investment has become more prominent and more core to 

how the industry decides to access private equity,  says laudio 
iniscalco, recently appointed global co-head of co-investments at 
eutsche an , which has over bn of private equity assets under 

management and is in the process of ramping up its co-investment 
programme. 

“One of the reasons – and it’s not necessarily our reason – is that 
co-investment is typically undertaken on a reduced fee and carry 
basis. o there is a cost-reduction component to the appetite. ue to 
the financial crisis and the better negotiating leverage of the limited 
partner community, co-investment has been used as a way to lower 
their weighted average fees.

Dennis McCrary, partner at global private equity investor 
Pantheon in the , agrees. People recognise they can reduce the 

Co-investments sound perfect. You can back the 
manager you like, choose the investments you 
like and there are no – or lower – fees. 
That’s the theory, but does it work in practice?

Co-investment 
conundrum
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Partners, says lower fees are a good reason, but is less convinced 
about the portfolio selection angle. 

he fees are lower and that can enhance the overall portfolio 
return. But the other, less talked about reason, is that a lot of 
institutional ventures now believe they have the capability, 
nowledge and experience to co-invest alongside their general 

partners. hat s truer for some than others.   
onversations about the advantages of co-investment always 

come back to fees, but there are other advantages over blind pool 
investing. irst, it gives Ps the ability to deploy capital more 
quic ly than via fund commitments. Instead of the three to five 
years it ta es a standard fund to be drawn down, co-investments are 
called as soon as the investments are made. 

hen we re tal ing to investors that are interested in our 
co-investment fund, they find the significantly reduced -curve 

fee load of private equity investing by allocating a portion of their 
capital to co-invest. A big institutional investor might, for example, 
commit to invest 00m in the fund and 20- 0m in co-investment. 

o instead of being two and 20, their blended overall fees might 
instead be .  per cent management fee and  per cent carry.

It is no surprise that Ps are een to reduce fee levels, but the 
other principal attraction of co-investment is a belief that it gives 
the investor greater control over portfolio construction, particularly 
in terms of ris -reward and the level of exposure to certain sectors, 
geographies or risks. 

“They can have a bit more control from the perspective of having 
the ability to select the deals they want,  says c rary.

onny axwell, senior adviser at private equity firm G  
ommunications Partners, who has more than 0 years  experience 

as an P at tandard ife Private Equity and llian  apital 
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attractive,  says c rary.
es, it is often about people tac ling the question of fees,  

says Graham McDonald, head of private equity at Aberdeen Asset 
Management. “It’s also tackling the question of deployment of cash. 
In a fund structure it’s about making a commitment, and typically 
there s a five-year investment period, whereas if you re investing 
directly alongside a general partner you are deploying that cash 
within a particular timescale, and that cash is then very much in the 
ground and wor ing for you.

econd, proponents argue that co-investment allows for more 
exibility in portfolio construction, whether by geography, fund 

type, sector or any other factor. “You have the ability to stock-pick, 
so it s quite a different s illset from that of a fund investor where 
your due diligence is all around the manager, the process, the sectors 

and overall performance,  says c onald. s a co-investor you 
can concentrate on a particular sector or region or, if you want, 
increase your exposure to a particular asset. o, you re far more in 
control of how your capital is deployed.

Third, co-investment gives the end-investor a feeling of greater 
control. They can look at individual deals in more detail before 
ma ing the decision whether to commit. ut this has a dar er side 
to it, and the real motives for pursuing direct investment may not be 
so rational. 

Investing in funds is pretty dull,  says ans van waay, founder 
of yrique Private Equity. Everyone in the financial industry thin s 
they re swashbuc ling cowboys, but investors in funds are people 
in suits behind behind des s with P s and telephones. hey are li e 
the purchasing department of an industrial business. 

“If you make a co-investment you are a little more involved than 
you are when you give money to a fund manager. It gives people a 
warm feeling and it enables them to tal  about this over coc tails, 
especially if it s a well- nown name – we have ust invested in 

idget td . here s a lot of psychology at wor .    

Trickle-down effect
ourcing deals is the most difficult aspect of co-investment see 

panel, left . any Ps will find themselves restricted to the very 
largest deals that are underwritten by a GP and then put into open 
syndication. 

ertain deals sometimes do tric le through to the widely- 
syndicated, widely-available mar et,  says iniscalco. mall 
co-investors without the resources to really employ a proper 
sourcing strategy will li ely be limited in their choice to these 
widely-mar eted syndications. e focus a great deal of attention 
on sourcing across the entire mar et, specifically on mid-mar et 
opportunities which are much harder to come by and much harder 
to source. It’s much less likely that a smaller investor is going to be 
able to access those.

Co-investments alongside some of the larger funds have been in 
evidence for quite some time, but it is now becoming more common 
to see opportunities in mid-market funds. They generally occur 
where the deal si e is large relative to the overall si e of the fund. 

id-mar et opportunities throw up their own set of difficulties 
for Ps. hat s where it becomes more challenging, because 
you have to understand the dynamics of the individual region and 
countries in a way you don t necessarily have to with some of the 
larger buyout funds,  says c onald.

Even giant Ps can struggle to hit their co-investment targets. 
Earlier this year, one of sia s largest sovereign wealth funds  
was forced to cut the minimum tic et si e on its co-investment 
programme from 00m to 20m, a move with massive resource 
implications, since five times more man-hours are required to put 
the same amount of capital to wor .

here are two approaches to co-investment, both of which can 
be equally valid. ome Ps will almost formulaicly co-invest in 
any opportunity they re shown by their incumbent GPs, sub ect to 

Deal sourcing: feast or famine?
It is undoubtedly true that LPs want more co-investment, 
but how can they go about getting a piece of the action? 
Here an LP will usually find themselves at one end of a 
spectrum – they either never see a deal or they can’t get out 
of their office through the piles of investment memoranda 
sitting on every available space.

“If one has a successful sourcing strategy and platform – 
and we have the advantage of being Deutsche Bank, with 
our banking relationships and billions of private equity 
exposure as limited partner – the difficulty is that you 
end up sometimes spoilt for choice, and it’s actually quite 
challenging choosing the best opportunities from such a 
large deal flow,” says Claudio Siniscalco. 

“It’s more challenging than you would think, because 
in many cases these are co-investment opportunities with 
some of the most successful managers out there doing what 
they do best. And typically you’re trying to take only a small 
fraction of those deals and that’s actually very challenging.”

If you are a small or medium-sized investor or a family 
office, sourcing is incredibly difficult. You are in competition 
with institutions like Deutsche Bank, who have a trillion-
dollar asset management business, or funds of funds that 
have billions of private equity exposure and, despite being 
a charming individual or family office, you have little to offer 
in exchange for getting your free co-investment.

“You need good relationships to generate deal flow,” 
says McCrary. “Then you need to make sure you know the 
manager well and have a level of confidence before you’re 
comfortable doing a co-investment, because it is typically a 
more passive role. 

“Over 90% of the co-investments that we close are with 
managers that are in our portfolio of fund investments, 
and the remaining small percentage where they’re not are, 
for one reason or another, managers that we have built a 
relationship with, and know well enough to feel that level  
of comfort.”
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their concentration limits,  says iniscalco. ur philosophy has 
always been to source as many opportunities as possible and then 
apply very strict due diligence – you can call it a layer of additional 
investment udgement – on that.

ometimes co-investors are brought in at the earliest stages 
of a deal, while the asset in question is in an auction. Ps face 
an obvious conundrum  It can get very confusing when you ve 
got three of your underlying managers competing for the same 
transaction,  says axwell. 

Striking a balance
ou have to decide which manager s got the best long-term 

approach to the investment, which is a serious udgement call. ut 
it does allow you to understand your underlying managers much 
better than if you ust invest in their funds. o co-investment gives 
you a much greater insight into the manager’s true ability and 
strategic planning and value add.

It is entirely rational to say that you should be conducting your 
own due diligence, but is a des -bound P really qualified to 
do that  I ve always argued, and I still argue, that you do good 
due diligence on a fund manager, and if you trust him then you 
should also trust him with a co-investment. It is, after all, a fund 
investment,  says van waay. 

hat ma es you thin  you can do it better  ow often does an 
P s involvement lead to a better or even a different outcome  It s 

nice that you can listen into a management presentation. It brings 
you a bit closer to it, you understand a bit better how they wor , but 

it is extremely rare for a co-investor to in uence due diligence or a 
negotiation.

hen ma ing a commitment to a fund, an P is ma ing decisions 
about the manager, understanding how they ma e their selections, 
and conducting due diligence on the people, the strategy and the 
trac  record. hen ma ing a co-investment where they are a fund 
investor, the P has the benefit of having done that diligence on the 
manager and so, if it is a company in an industry that the manager 
has been very successful in investing in, they already have a high 
level of comfort. 

tri ing a balance is ey. e still do our diligence on that 
business,  says c rary. e re not going to hire consultants 
ourselves, but we will typically have an opportunity to meet with 
the management team and loo  at all the wor  the sponsor has done, 
including their internal investment memorandum, the consultant 
reports on the markets, the accounts, etc. We have ample time to talk 
to the deal team at the private equity firm regarding the business. 

hen we add our own diligence, tal ing to other sponsors that 
may be experts in the industry or sector to get their view. e do 
a lot of diligence on each of the deals, but co-investors need to 
balance the idea of doing their own due diligence with being a good 
partner and being easy to wor  with for the manager.

here are many differences between ma ing a co-investment 
and a direct investment, and these cannot be learnt overnight. The 
temptation – and there is more than a grain of truth to it – is to think 

“You have to remember 
that you are piggybacking 
on a GP’s hard work. 
Instead of trying to cut the 
very best deal for yourself, 
you should focus on being 
a supportive deal partner”

Claudio Siniscalco – Deutsche Bank
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that good direct deal-ma ers will ma e good co-investors. ut there 
are differences. It ta es years to learn those differences,  says 

iniscalco. If you are in the direct-investment business you are 
typically in the business of creating optionality for yourself.  You 
wor  on transactions for six months until the deal is absolutely right 
and fully ba ed and you have wal ed away from the table and come 
bac  and re-priced it and negotiated every fine line and dotted every 
I and crossed every  in the contracts, and you wal  away one more 
time and you get a three per cent price reduction. That’s the direct-
deal business.

“Co-investing shares all the important characteristics of having 
to understand the fundamentals, valuation and all the things that are 
incredibly important across those disciplines, but the actual deal 
process is completely different,  iniscalco continues. 

It s usually four to six wee s rather than four to six months. 
And you have to remember you’re being offered a the privilege of 
piggybac ing on the lead GP s hard wor  and getting access to their 
deal. o instead of trying to cut the very best deal for yourself, you 
should use the time you have to be as focused as possible with your 
due diligence, while being as user-friendly and supportive a deal 
partner as possible.   

eing easy to wor  with means that a separate team is needed 
to do anything other than blind  co-investment. It is resource 
intensive over a shorter period of time, so you have to have a 
dedicated team and you have to have a team that understands the 
nuances of investing directly with the GP,  says c onald.

he onus is on the P to be as transparent and as quic  and as 

responsive as they possibly can be. GPs don’t mind a quick no, but 
mess them around and you re unli ely to be on the invite list when 
the next opportunity comes around. 

“If I see that I am not going to get there, I need to give a quick 
no , rather than engage in a prolonged ic ing of the tyres,  says 
iniscalco. he biggest aw – and I ve seen this in several mar et 

participants who ve oined the co-investment community from the 
direct investment business – is that if you’ve spent a decade creating 
optionality for yourself and trying to wor  a deal from all angles, 
you will increase the ris  of having a reputation as a bac -seat 
driver  as opposed to a supportive partner.

axwell agrees. here s no point in saying, e re going to loo  
at this, and we need two months and we ll come bac  and let you 
now if we want to ta e it further . 
“You’ve got to be able to react very quickly – you need to be 

tooled up in terms of personnel and experience and systems to be 
able to approve the initial stages and the due diligence, and then 
press the go  button if you re going to do it. nd if you screw the 
GP around, you tend not to get the call next time round.

here are two basic types of co-investment, and each has 
mar edly different characteristics. If it is a larger transaction with 
one of the larger firms, the GP will commit the entire amount, 
close the deal and then after the fact they may look to reduce their 
exposure by bringing in their co-investors. The process is very 
ordered, with a boo  drawn up and potential co-investors given the 
opportunity to meet with management. 

It s a defined and relatively quic  syndication process, sometimes 
ust two or three wee s. ou have to move quite quic ly and I 

think the more experienced your team, the better you can respond 
to the situation,  says c rary. ut there can also be deals where 
you actually oin the private equity firm when they re meeting the 
management for the first time.  nd you get more involved in the 
earlier part of the process and it might be three months from that first 
time until you actually commit or close.

It is a timetable and process that many institutional investors are 
not suited to. “You need to understand the drivers of the companies 
concerned. You need to understand the capital structure. You 
probably have to have the ability to move in a lot tighter time frame. 
If you re underwriting alongside a GP you need to be able to perform 
in line with the timescales associated with the transaction. Even if 
it’s a post-syndication exercise, there’s a fairly prescriptive period 
of time, usually three to six wee s. ou have to have a reactive 
investment committee, you have to have the resources and team 
available to act within these deadlines, and to be able to come to a 
view very, very quic ly as to whether or not you want to proceed or 
not,  says c onald.

orget the idea of ta ing ugust off. ne well- nown European 
private equity fund operated a waterfall , where co-investment 
opportunities were offered first to its cornerstone investor, a large 
French institution, then to a second tier of fund-of-funds. The 
problems came when they tried to syndicate the equity on a deal 

Dennis McCrary: “Co-invest reduces blended fees”
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“As a co-investor you can 
concentrate in a particular 
sector or region or increase 
your exposure to a 
particular asset. So you’re 
far more in control of how 
your capital is deployed”
Graham McDonald,  
Aberdeen Asset Management

after it had closed. he rench institution was on holiday and didn t 
respond until the team was bac  at wor  in eptember, politely 
declining the offer. he funds of funds were wary, as ing why they 
should invest if the fund s cornerstone bac er wasn t interested. he 
GP was left holding a covenant-breaching amount of investment.

But co-investors do need to be available at unsociable hours. “I 
got an email this morning as ing me if I was interested in co-
investing with a  mid-mar et buyout group,  says one European 
investor. here s a management conference call in a wee , and it s 
pretty inconvenient because it starts at pm, because it s  time. 

hen I ll have a fortnight to decide whether I want to invest. It s all 
a bit of a hurry.

GPs have a variety of reasons for bringing in Ps. he 
fundamental reason is that the deal s larger than what wor s for the 
fund, but I think more and more you’re seeing GPs use this as a tool 
to build P relationships, because they recognise that many Ps 
want co-investors,  says c rary. ometimes you have groups that 
are in the process of raising the fund and they’re trying to develop 
relationships with Ps that will subsequently invest in their primary 
fund. They may use a co-investment as an opportunity to have that 

P get to now them and vice versa, and that may be an enticement 
then for someone to ultimately come into their primary fund.

or Ps, a co-investment with a GP where they have no existing 
relationship can give them insight into how the manager conducts 
themselves, because the P has access to the investment paper, the 

Lower returns – how  
co-investments perform

It’s pretty simple economics. Reduce the fees and you 
increase the return. “Historically people have assumed that 
co-investments were better than fund investments,” says Hans 
van Swaay of Lyrique Private Equity. “Why? Simply because you 
pay no fees, or at least far less fees. But most money went into 
co-investments during peak years like 2006-07. Why? Because 
everybody wanted to keep up with the Joneses, do the biggest 
possible transaction and raise a bigger fund. Many of these 
deals didn’t work out very well at all.”

In a September 2014 paper that will be published in the 
Journal of Financial Economics, Lily Fang of INSEAD, with Josh 
Lerner and Victoria Ivashina of Harvard University, looked 
at the actual performance of private equity co-investment. 
The dataset comprised detailed cashflows for 390 direct 
investments made by seven institutions from 1991 to 2011. 

“We examined the investing patterns, as well as the 
performance of these direct investments. We compared them 
against that of public market indices and private equity funds, 
thus directly assessing whether the trend towards ‘going direct’ 
is economically justified,” they said.

Their findings were “surprising”:
Direct investments perform better than tailored public 
market indices. The best performance is concentrated in the 
buyout fund investments and those made in the 1990s.
There is limited evidence of outperformance of direct 
investments relative to the corresponding private equity 
fund benchmarks. For venture capital (VC) deals, direct 
investments underperformed the fund benchmark, 
especially in the1990s.
Co-investments underperform the funds with which they co-
invest, with the performance gap widening in the latter half 
of the sample. This under-performance of co-investments, 
which are executed alongside private equity groups and are 
the cornerstone of most direct investment programs, 
is surprising.
Underperformance is driven by selection. Institutional 
investors can only co-invest in deals that are available. In 
particular, these transactions appear to be concentrated at 
times when performance is relatively poor. 

•

•

•

•

deal team, board packs and management team. “You get up-to-
date referencing on how the GP is behaving, how the GP conducts 
themselves, how they in uence the growth in the company and how 
they in uence the governance of the company,  says c onald.

Whether or not you can improve your returns through co-
investment relative to typical fund investing is a function of whether 
you think you can choose deals that are going to outperform. 

istory would seem to show that Ps cannot stoc -pic  see panel 
above). McCrary says: “But it makes sense to do it, even if you felt 
you were going to basically perform the same way as the underlying 
funds, because the overall fee level is lower.


